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SCOTlAND

I was grateful to you and other party leaders for meeting with the Cabinet Secretary for
Culture and External Affairs and me last week to discuss the taking forward in Scotland of
the report by Lord Justice Leveson on An Inquiry into the Culture, Practices and Ethics of the
Press.

We agreed on the establishment of an expert group to look at the implications of the report
for Scots law and I was grateful for party leaders' subsequent suggestions for membership:
the need for a relatively small, focused group with an appropriate diversity of professional
and other backgrounds meant that we could not reflect all of the suggestions but I am glad
that the expert group does have members reflecting that process, including the chair, the Rt
Hon Lord McCluskey of Church Hill.

I attach a news release that the Scottish Government is issuing, which sets out the group's
membership and terms of reference.

ALEX SALMOND
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SCOTlAND

I was grateful to you and other party leaders for meeting with the Cabinet Secretary for
Culture and External Affairs and me last week to discuss the taking forward in Scotland of
the report by Lord Justice Leveson on An Inquiry into the Culture, Practices and Ethics of the
Press.

We agreed on the establishment of an expert group to look at the implications of the report
for Scots law and I was grateful for party leaders' subsequent suggestions for membership:
the need for a relatively small, focused group with an appropriate diversity of professional
and other backgrounds meant that we could not reflect all of the suggestions but I am glad
that the expert group does have members reflecting that process, including the chair, the Rt
Hon Lord McCluskey of Church Hill, and your suggestion of Peter Watson of Levy & McRae.

This expert group will tell us how things could be done in Scots law and practice. Whether
they should be done isJof course,entirely a matter for the Parliament itself.

I attach a news release that the Scottish Government is issuing, which sets out the group's
membership and terms of reference.

ALEX SALMOND
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SCOTlAND

I was grateful to you and other party leaders for meeting with the Cabinet Secretary for
Culture and External Affairs and me last week to discuss the taking forward in Scotland of
the report by Lord Justice Leveson on An Inquiry into the Culture, Practices and Ethics of the
Press.

We agreed on the establishment of an expert group to look at the implications of the report
for Scots law and I was grateful for party leaders' subsequent suggestions for membership:
the need for a relatively small, focused group with an appropriate diversity of professional
and other backgrounds meant that we could not reflect all of the suggestions but I am glad
that the expert group does have members reflecting that process, including the chair, the Rt
Hon Lord McCluskey of Church Hill.

I attach a news release that the Scottish Government is issuing, which sets out the group's
membership and terms of reference.

ALEX SALMOND
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Thank you for your letter sent today concerning the appointment of the expert panel that will
consider the findings and certain recommendations made by Lord Justice Leveson.

I welcome your comment that the panel selected are "all individuals of the highest standard,
who have made a significant contribution to public life" and add that I believe those words
apply equally to the candidate you suggested.

Far from being informed of the panel's membership by press release, you in common with
other party leaders had advance notice of my decision.

In putting together the panel I had to operate within the constraints of the need for a
relatively small, focused panel with an appropriate diversity of professional and other
backgrounds and, importantly, to strike an appropriate balance of expertise. The selected
panel includes a former Court of Session judge in the chair (one who happens to be a former
Labour Government Minister); an academic expert in constitutional law; a solicitor advocate
with a substantial background in media law; a distinguished journalist with experience on the
editorial staff of a number of Scottish newspapers; and someone currently working in victim
support but with press experience including as a former President of the National Union of
Journalists.

I believe the appointed panel achieves an appropriate balance of expertise. The addition of
another practising lawyer could have unbalanced the panel and, therefore, I opted for the
candidate with the greatest experience in defamation. This decision was in no way made on
political grounds and I trust you will understand my reasoning and accept my decision.

ALEX SALMOND
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